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20th-21st century: 
Breaking the psychology-physiology barrier

The human brain consists of 80-100 billion neurons, 
each receiving connections from about 10 000 other cells.

First steps towards understanding the neural basis of subjective
experience and behavior: The neural mechanisms of space





The brain’s positioning system includes the
hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex

hippocampus

But the human brain is complex and hard to study

Strange et al., Nature 
Reviews Neurosci., 2017

entorhinal cortex



Because of our common ancestry, the architecture of 
the brain – including the hippocampus - is very similar…

… so the rat (or 
mouse) brain can
teach us a lot!

Strange et al., Nature Rev. Neurosci. 2014



E.C. Tolman (1886-1959)

Tolman’s 
shortcut-
experiment:

History of the positioning system: Based on work in rats, Edward C. Tolman
suggested in the 1930s-50s, that knowledge is based on an internal map of 
the environment (cognitive maps)

The ability to take shortcuts and 
detours suggests that information 
is not stored as pure stimulus-
response sequences but rather in 
some sort of map-like 
representation.



But during the 1950s the climate 
changed, with renewed courage 
and optimism...:

INPUT
(STIMULUS)

OUTPUT
(RESPONSE)

But where could such maps be?

Obviously in the brain but the 
behaviourists in the 1930s-50s 
(including Tolman) treated the brain 
as a ´black box’, and psychology 
avoided the brain…



… and microelectrodes for 
single-cell recording were 
developed: By 1955, 
David Hubel had developed 
the tungsten electrode

… and conceptual frameworks were introduced (Hebb, Konorski)



And around 1970, John O’Keefe used microelectrodes to record electrical
activity from single neurons in the hippocampus of freely moving rats…



… and found place cells (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971)

The firing of these
cells is strongly
related to a property 
of the outside world –
the animal´s location. 

The Hippocampus as a Cognitive (Tolmanian) Map

John O’Keefe and Lynn Nadel



August 1996: 
Trondheim, Norway

Where does the place-cell signal come from? 



Fyhn et al. (2004). Science 305:1258-1264

dorsal

ventral

intermediate

We recorded from dorsal medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), which 
provides the strongest input to the dorsal hippocampus where the 
place cells had been found

Entorhinal cortex of a rat 
brain (seen from behind):
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2005: We discovered grid 
cells in the medial entorhinal
cortex (*) - cells that have 
spatial fields with a periodic 
hexagonal structure – the
metric of the brain’s map of 
space

Stensola et al. Nature, 492, 72-78 (2012)

Hafting et al. (2005).  
Nature 436:801-806

The fields form a 
grid that covers 
the entire space 
available to the 
animal.

*



The spacing of the grid cells has a topograhical organization, with
an increase in grid scale from dorsal (top) to ventral (bottom)…

Hafting et al. (2005). Nature 436:801-806



…but the steps in grid spacing are discrete, suggesting that 
grid cells are organized in modules

Stensola et al. Nature, 492, 72-78 (2012)

Dorsal Ventral

Position along long axis (cell number, ranked)

M1

M3

M2

M4

The scale ratio is fixed, as in 
a geometric progression

The scale ratio is constant,
as in a geometric progression



modified from Krubitzer et al., Brain Behav. Evol., 2011

Grid cells (and place cells) 
have since been reported in 
bats, monkeys and humans, 
suggesting they originated 
early in mammalian 
evolution



Grid cells are not alone



Ranck, 1985

Grid cells were not alone in the entorhinal system: 
they coexist with entorhinal head-direction cells (2006),…

Sargolini et al., Science 312, 754-758 (2006).



The firing fields of the border cells follow the walls of the box when the box is stretched…

….in the x direction:

13Hz

11Hz

….and in the y direction:

9Hz

24Hz 18Hz

Introducing a barrier duplicates the firing field:

…with border cells that fire specifically along local borders (2008),...

Solstad et al., Science 322, 1865-1868 (2008).



Kropff et al., , Nature 523:419-424 (2015)

… and with speed cells whose firing rates increase proportionally
with running speed (2015)...

These speed cells may be 
required for using self-motion to 
construct grid patterns!



... and with cells that encode vectors to discrete
landmarks (object-vector cells; ca. 15%):

Øyvind Høydal et al., unpublished

mouse



Directional tuning 
preferences are
maintained with
different objects and 
object locations….

… suggesting that these cells represent direction
and distance from any prominent local object (i.e. 
they do not care about content)

Høydal et al., unpublished



These observations
suggest that objects or 
their locations are
included in the metric
representation of the
MEC, 

and that a major 
proportion of cells in MEC 
(similar to grid cells) 
specifically devoted to 
encoding position in 
relation to those objects.



The spatial map in entorhinal cortex is 
fundamentally different from the place-cell

map in the hippocampus:

The grid-cell map is low-dimensional, 
the place-cell map high-dimensional



The grid map is rigid and universal: 
Scale, orientation and phase relationships are preserved....

… i.e. the same map is used over and over again
(«low dimensionality»)



The intrinsic structure of the entorhinal grid map is 
maintained during sleep (SWS and REM): 

Those cells that fire together during running, fire 
together during sleep

Grid cells with similar grid fields (high crosscorrelation) maintain
correlated firing during slow-wave sleep (although with faster dynamics)

Gardner et al., 
(& Trettel et al.),
unpublished

Spike-time crosscorrelograms:

In-phase:

Out-of-
phase:

Example cell pair:



Place cells are totally different: In place cells, activity is 
uncorrelated across pairs of 11 rooms (but correlated between
repeated exposures to the same room (*)):

blue = uncorrelated

Alme et al., PNAS, 2014

Place cells ‘re-map’ completely (high-dimensional)



Thus the positioning system has two components: a rigid map
of grid cells and a multifaceted map of place cells

GRID CELLS PLACE CELLS

The rigid system of grid cells is good for measuring position (you do not want
your ruler to change from one house to the next). 

The many uncorrelated maps of place cells enable storage of distinct memories
(they may store thousands of places and experiences at these places)…



The multiplicity of the place-cell maps is consistent 
with the known role of the hippocampus in memory:

Henry Molaison
(1926-2008)

… suggesting that the same cells of the hippocampal system are used both for 
space and memory. Space may be a framework for memory. 

In the mid 1950s, patient H.M. 
received an experimental
surgery where the hippocampus
was removed (Scoville and 
Milner, 1957). He lost all 
episodic memory, in addition to 
his sense of space... 



Scoville & 
Milner, 1957

But in episodic memories, there is also an element of time – our 
understanding of which is in a much more nascent stage.

Henry Molaison
(1926-2008)

Corkin et al., J. Neurosci. 1997



Encoding of time in the entorhinal cortex

Albert Tsao



Embargoed 
until 
August 29, 
7.00 pm



Evidence for time coding in lateral
entorhinal cortex (LEC)

*

Tsao et al., Nature 

561, 57-62 , 2018



Time is expressed in the activity of individual LEC cells

Some LEC cells are strongly modulated
by time, at multiple time scales:

Influences of wall colour, position and 
time were determined using GLM
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Tsao et al., Nature 

561, 57-62 , 2018



Decoding of temporal epochs from LEC neural population activity is accurate 
at multiple time scales (and by far exceeds that of other regions)

MACHINE LEARNING:

We trained a linear support vector
machine (SVM) on 10-s trial bins, using a 
leave.one-out procedure. Decoding of
epoch (=trial/intertrial):

PREDICTION VS ACTUAL: 

Tsao et al., Nature 

561, 57-62 , 2018



… suggesting that during 
learning, LEC fundamentally 
changes its organization from 
widely- distributed 
representation of ‘free-running’ 
time to a code for progression 
of time through event-defined 
individual trials. 

While time across trials (´trial identity´) is 
reduced, accuracy within trials - time since 
each trial start (“trial time”) - is increased,..

But the nature of the time code is changed 
by experience – in a structured learning task:

Tsao et al., Nature 

561, 57-62 , 2018



Expression of time: from free-running to 
repetitive: 

Tsao et al., Nature 

561, 57-62 , 2018



How can the new knowledge about
space (and memory) in young and old
rodents help us treat and understand 

Alzheimer’s disease?



ECx

L. deToledo-Morrell et al. / Neurobiology of Aging 25 (2004)

Impairment in grid cells may explain early stages of Alzheimer’s disease.
Entorhinal cortex is often the first brain area to exhibit cell loss…

… and this degeneration correlates with spatial disorientation and loss of
memory, two of the first signs of Alzheimer’s disease. 



>1% of the population suffers from 
Alzheimer’s disease. The fraction 
increases dramatically with age. Nearly 
every 5th person dies with Alzheimer 
or other forms of dementia. 

Age
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Country

2015 

LE

1998 

LE

Monaco 89.5

Japan 84.7 80.0

Singapore 84.7 78.5

Macau 84.5

San Marino 83.2 81.4

Iceland 83.0 78.8

Hong Kong 83.0

Andorra 82.7 83.5

Switzerland 82.5 78.9

Guernsey 82.5

Israel 82.3 78.4

Luxembourg 82.2

Australia 82.2

Italy 82.1 78.4

Sweden 82.0 79.2

Liechtenstein 81.8

Jersey 81.8 78.5

Canada 81.8 79.2

France 81.8 78.5

Norway 81.7 78.2

Spain 81.6 77.6

Austria 81.4 77.3

Anguilla 81.3

… and life
expectancy (LE) 
is increasing:
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100s of other
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